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VERB

DEFINITION OF A VERB

 A verb describes what a person or thing does or 
what happens. 

Verbs describe:

1. an action – run, hit, jump

2. an event – rain, occur

3. a situation – be, seem, have

4. a change – become, grow, develop

The basic form of a verb is known as 
the  ‘infi nitive’. It’s often preceded by the word 
‘to’:

Raavi decided to follow him.

Siddharth began to run back.

AUXILIARY VERBS

Auxiliary verbs are so called because they help 
to form the various tenses, moods, and voices 
of other verbs. The principal ones are be, do, 
and have.

Be is used with other verbs to 
form continuous tenses and the passive voice:

Preetika is reading a book.

They were talking to them for ages.

England were beaten by Germany in the fi nal.

 

NOTE

Have is used to make perfect tenses:

The judge had asked her to speak up.

In two years, we will have established 
community gardens.

 Do is used:

1. for emphasis:

He did look tired.

to make questions:

Do you want a coffee?

to form negative statements or questions:

I don’t like meat.

Didn’t he know how to play football?

GERUNDS AND INFINITIVES

Gerunds and infi nitives are sometimes referred 
to as verb complements. They may function as 
subjects or objects in a sentence.

GERUNDS

A gerund is a verb in its ing (present participle) 
form that functions as a noun that names an 
activity rather than a person or thing. Any action 
verb can be made into a gerund.

Verb(ing) (Present Participle)

  Add ing to most verbs. Ex. play - playing, 
cry -crying, try > trying

  For verbs that end in e, remove the e and 

Hello aspirants,

 As we all know that we have already discussed ‘Noun and its various types’ and with the 
help of many examples we tried to make it more comprehensible to all of you. We already seen the 
good number of students who have seen the study-notes of Bank based on Noun downloaded it and 
read it thoroughly as we are getting the overwhelming responses of these study-notes we’ll try to 
serve you our level best by providing you the best quality of examples and questions.

So keep practicing!
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add ing. Ex: slide -sliding, ride - riding

  For verbs that end in ie, change the ie to y 
and add ing. Ex: die - dying, tie - tying

  For a verb whose last syllable is written 
with a consonant-vowel-consonant and 
is stressed, double the last letter before 
adding ing. Ex: beg > begging, begin > 
beginning. However: enter > entering(last 
syllable is not stressed)

Examples

Gerunds can appear at the beginning of a 
sentence when used as a subject:

  Cycling is a hobby of mine.

  Gerunds can act as an object following 
the verb:

  Nikhil quit smoking a year ago.

  Gerunds can serve as an object after a 
preposition:

  I look forward to helping you paint your 
nails.

Note: The same spelling rules that apply to the 
progressive tenses also apply to gerunds.

Some verbs and verb phrases are directly 
followed a gerund:

  Satyapaul avoids using chemicals on the 
vegetables he grows.

  Some verbs can be followed by a gerund 
or an infi nitive without causing a change 
in meaning:

  Some people prefer getting up early in 
the morning.

  Some people prefer to get up early in the 
morning

 Some verbs can be followed by a gerund 

or infi nitive but with a change in meaning:

  He remembered sending the fax. (He 
remembered the act of send the fax)

  He remembered to send the fax. (He 
remembered the fax and sent it.)

INFINITIVES

An infi nitive is a verb form that acts as other 
parts of speech in a sentence. It is formed with 
to + base form of the verb. Ex: to buy, to work.

Use of Infi nitives

Infi nitives can be used as:

an object following the verb:

  Henry always forgets to eat

  A subject at the beginning of a sentence:

  To travel around the world requires a lot 
of time and money.

  an adverb modifying a verb:

  My husband promised to buy me a 
diamond ring.

  an adjective modifying a noun:

  Naina has the ability to succeed.

  Some verbs are directly followed by an 
infi nitive:

  Do you want to call your wife now?

  Some verbs are directly followed by a 
noun or pronoun and then by an infi nitive:

  I convinced to become vegetarian.

  Manoj advised me to sell all my shares 
of stock.

Some verbs can be followed by an infi nitive or 
a gerund without causing a change in meaning:

  Will you continue working after you 
give birth?
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  Will you continue to work after you give 
birth?

  Some verbs can be followed by an 
infi nitive or a gerund but with a change 
in meaning:

  He stopped drinking coffee. (He never 
drank coffee again.)

  He stopped to drink coffee. (He stopped 
what he was doing and drank some 
coffee.)

Common verbs and phrases that are followed 
by a gerund.

  advise

  avoid

  admit

  be used to

  can’t help

  can’t stand

  consider

  deny

  discuss

  dislike

  end up

  enjoy

  feel like

  fi nish

  forget

  get used to

  give up

  go on

  have diffi culty

  have problems

  have trouble

  imagine

  it’s no use

  it’s worthwhile

  keep

  look forward to

  mention

  mind

  miss

  recommend

  remember

  quit

  spend time

  stop

  suggest

  understand

  waste time

  work at
Common verbs that can be followed by either a 
gerund or an infi nitive without causing a change 
in meaning

  begin

  continue

  hate

  intend

  like

  love

  prefer

  start
Common verbs that can be followed by a gerund 
or infi nitive but with a change in meaning

  forget
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  remember

  stop
Common verbs that are followed by an infi nitive

  afford

  agree

  appear

  arrange

  ask

  care

  decide

  demand

  expect

  fail

  forget

  hope

  learn

  manage

  mean

  offer

  plan

  prepare

  pretend

  promise

  refuse

  remember

  seem

  stop

  volunteer

  wait

  want

  wish
Common verbs that are directly followed by a 
noun or pronoun and then by an infi nitive

  advise

  allow

  ask

  cause

  challenge

  command

  convince

  expect

  forbid

  force

  hire

  instruct

  invite

  order

  pay

  permit

  program

  remind

  teach

  tell

  urge

  want

  warn

PARTICIPLES

A participle is a word formed from a verb, 
usually by adding -d, -ed, or -ing.

There are two kinds of participle in English, as 
follows:
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The present participle

The present participle ends with -ing, e.g.:

We are going to Uganda.

The company is building new headquarters in 
India.

The past participle

The past participle ends with -d or 
-ed for regular verbs, e.g.:

She had decided to go to Rwanda..

Fans had camped outside the studio.

and with -t or -en or some other form 
for irregular ones, e.g.:

New houses are still being built.

The glass is broken.

Participles are used:

with auxiliary verbs to make verb tenses such 
as the present continuous and the past perfect:

We are going to Italy. [present continuous]

She had decided to go to Italy. [past perfect]

to form the passive voice of verbs (the past 
participle only is used, along with the auxiliary 
verb to be:

We were ordered to sit down.

As adjectives, e.g.:

The pavement was covered with broken glass.

He stared at me with bulging eyes.

As nouns, e.g.:

She was a woman of good breeding.

Len was ordered to cut down on his drinking.

STATIVE VERBS

Stative verbs are verbs that express a state rather 
than an action. They usually relate to thoughts, 

emotions, relationships, senses, states of being 
and measurements. These verbs are not usually 
used with ing in progressive (continuous) tenses 
even though they may take on time expressions 
such as now and at the moment. We use the 
simple tenses for them.

  Paul feels rotten today. He has a bad 
cold.

  Do you recognize him? He is a famous 
rock star.

  Our client appreciated all the work we 
did for him.

  Incorrect: I’m smelling your wife’s 
wonderful spaghetti sauce.

  Correct: I smell your wife’s wonderful 
spaghetti sauce.

However, there are some verbs that look like 
they should be stative, but may appear in the 
ing form. These verbs differ in meaning to the 
stative verbs.

Examples:
see

  I see Manish, but he can’t see me. I’m 
too far away. (I see him with my eyes.)

  Arjun is seeing Misha. They’ve been 
together for a month.

  hear

  I hear music coming from the Smith’s 
apartment. Someone must be home now. 
(To experience sound)

  I’m hearing voices. (I’m imagining it)
have

  Nia has a Mercedes. (He owns it.)

  Sia is having lunch with her editor. 
(She’s eating lunch)
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List of  Stative Verbs

  adore

  agree

  appear (seem)

  appreciate

  be (exist)

  believe

  belong to

  concern

  consist of

  contain

  cost

  deny

  depend on

  deserve

  detest

  disagree

  dislike

  doubt

  equal

  feel

  hate

  have (possession)

  hear

  imagine

  include

  involve

  know

  lack

  like

  loathe

  look (seem)

  love

  matter

  mean

  measure

  mind

  need

  owe

  own

  possess

  promise

  realize

  recognize

  remember

  resemble

  satisfy

  see

  seem

  smell

  sound

  suppose

  surprise

  taste

  think (opinion)

  understand

  want

  weigh
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SUBJECTS AND OBJECTS

All verbs have a subject. The subject is generally the person or thing that the sentence is about. 
It’s often the person or thing that performs the action of the verb in question and it usually (but not 
always) comes before the verb:

SHE followed Anuj.
[subject]  [object]
He was eating a sandwich.
[subject]  [object]

 In imperative sentences (i.e. ones that express a command), the subject is usually understood 
without being explicitly stated:

Come here at once!

(i.e. ‘You come here at once!’ – the subject you is understood.)

Some verbs have an object as well as a subject. The object is the person or thing affected by the 
verb:

Catherine followed Jonathan.
[subject]  [object]
He was eating a sandwich.
[subject]  [object]

 An object can be a noun (as in the examples above), a phrase, or a pronoun :

Catherine followed Jonathan and his brother.
 [noun phrase]
Catherine followed them.
  [pronoun]

 Direct objects and indirect objects

There are two different types of object: direct objects and indirect objects. A direct object is, as its 
name suggests, directly affected by the action of the main verb. In the following two sentences, ‘a 
drink’ and ‘a story’ are direct objects: ‘a drink’ was bought and ‘a story’ was being read.

Jonathan bought a drink.
[subject]  [direct object]
He was reading a story.
[subject]  [direct object]

An indirect object is usually a person or thing that benefi ts in some way from the action of the 
main verb. Take a look at the following sentences:
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Jonathan bought Catherine a drink.

[subject]  [indirect 
object]

[direct 
object]

He was 
reading his daughter a story.

[subject]  [indirect 
object]

[direct 
object]

‘Catherine’ has received a drink, but it is ‘the drink’ that has been bought. ‘His daughter’ is 
hearing the story, but it’s ‘the story’ that is being read. You can often reword such sentences to 
make it easier to identify the direct object:

Jonathan bought a drink for Catherine.

He was reading a story to his daughter.

A transitive verb is one that is used with an object: a noun, phrase, or pronoun that refers to the person 
or thing that is affected by the action of the verb. In the following sentences, admire, maintain, face, 
and love are transitive verbs:

I admire your courage.

We need to maintain product quality.

I couldn’t face him today.

Sakshi loves animals.

Some transitive verbs can be used with a direct object and an indirect object:

Liz brought her a glass of water.
 [indirect object] [direct object]
He sent her a letter.
 [indirect object] [direct object]

 list of some common verbs that can take a direct and indirect object:

Verb Example
give Pat gave me a book for my birthday.
buy Can I buy you a drink?
pass Paul passed her a cup of coffee.
make Shall I make us some lunch?
sell Jenny was trying to sell me her car.
take We took Maria some fl owers and wine.
show Show me your holiday photos.
offer The company has offered me a job.
leave Leave me a message and I’ll get back to you.
wish Everyone wished us all the best for the future.
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lend Could you lend me £20?
cost Ben’s mistake cost him his job.

INTRANSITIVE VERBS

An intransitive verb does not have an object. In the following sentences, cry, work, laugh, 
and talk are intransitive verbs:

The baby was crying.

I work for a large fi rm in Paris.

They laughed uncontrollably.

We talked for hours.

TRANSITIVE AND INTRANSITIVE VERBS

Many verbs can be transitive or intransitive. For example:

The choir sang carols. [transitive]

Pete always sings in the bath.   [intransitive]

She left London on June 6. [transitive]

I want to leave early. [intransitive]

 Here is a short list of some common verbs that can be transitive or intransitive:

Verb Transitive Intransitive
move Could you move your car please? The trees were moving in the breeze.
start Taylor was found guilty 

of starting the fi re.
The match starts at 3 p.m.

change Marriage hasn’t changed her. The area’s changed greatly in the last 
decade.

close Close your eyes; I’ve got a 
surprise for you.

Most shops here close at 5.30 p.m.

open Open the window; it’s too hot in 
here!

The museum opens at 10 a.m.

stop Greg tried to stop her from 
leaving.

When the rain stopped, we went for a 
walk.

do Have you done your coursework? Joe’s doing well in his new job.
set Kate set a chair next to the bed. The sun was setting and a red glow fi lled 

the sky.
run Michelle used to run a 

restaurant.
The path ran over the hill.

live Our cat lived till he was 10. He was living a life of luxury abroad.
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wash Have you washed your hands? I washed, dressed, and went out.
write Write your name here. Kevin couldn’t read or write.

 DITRANSITIVE VERBS

Ditransitive verbs (sometimes called Vg verbs after the verb give) precede either two noun 
phrases or a noun phrase and then a prepositional phrase often led by to or for. For example: "The 
players gave their teammates high fi ves." "The players gave high fi ves to their teammates."

When two noun phrases follow a transitive verb, the fi rst is an indirect object, that which is 
receiving something, and the second is a direct object, that being acted upon. Indirect objects can 
be noun phrases or prepositional phrases.[2]

DOUBLE TRANSITIVE VERBS

Double transitive verbs (sometimes called Vc verbs after the verb consider) are followed by a noun 
phrase that serves as a direct object and then a second noun phrase, adjective, or infi nitive phrase. 
The second element (noun phrase, adjective, or infi nitive) is called a complement, which 
completes a clause that would not otherwise have the same meaning. For example: "The young 
couple considers the neighbors wealthy people." "Some students perceive adults quite inaccurately." 
"Sarah deemed her project to be the hardest she has ever completed."

COPULAR VERBS

Copular verbs (a.k.a. linking verbs) can't be followed by an adverb or end a sentence, but instead 
must be followed by a noun or adjective, whether in a single word or phrase. Common copulae 
include be, seem, become, appear, look, and remain. For example: "His mother looked worried." 
"Josh remained a reliable friend." Copulae are thought to 'link' the adjective or noun to the subject.

The verb be is manifested in eight forms: be, is, am, are, was, were, been, and being. These verbs 
precede nouns or adjectives in a sentence, which become predicate nouns and predicate adjectives 
similar to those that function with a linking verb. They can also be followed by an adverb of place, 
which is sometimes referred to as a predicate adverb. For example: "Her daughter was a writing 
tutor." "The singers were very nervous." "My house is down the street."

Adjectives that come after copular verbs are predicate adjectives, and nouns that come after linking 
verbs are predicate nouns.




